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Aspects -of the Earth's variable speed of rotation, or variations in-. the length of day,
and their geophysical c-onsequences and causes are reviewed. Bmphasis iJplaced on
those areas which may benefit most from improved observations of the rotátion rate.
Seasonal changes in the length of day are primarily of meteorological origin. Zonal
wilds, in particular, play an important rôle, and year-to-year variations in the magni-
tude of the seasonal rotational characteristics provide information on the variability
ofthe year-to-year atmospheric circulation. Changes observed since 1955 in the annual
and semi-annual change in the length of day indicate a decreasing strength of the zonal
circulation at these frequencies. Changes observed in the astronomical biennial term
indicate that the biennial zonal winds propagate downwards to variable depths and that
it is ofvariable period. Higher-frequency variations in length of day are also primarily
olme-teorological origin and will mask or interfere with other þeophysicãl factois
affecting the Earth's rotation, such astides or earthquake caused chãnfes'in theinertia
tensor. Thus improved observations of the variable rotation will have to be accom-
panieg by improved global compilations of zonal winds so that the meteorological
contribution can be evaluated with equal accuracy. Present compilations of wind ãata
are inadequate for this. An area where satellite observations can make an important
contribution to studies of the Earth's rotation concerns the separation of theìecular
tidal and non-tidal changes in length of day by studying the tidal perturbations in
satellite orbits.

I n r n o o u c r r o u

The subject of the Earth's geophysical implications of the Barth's variable rotation was
thoroughly reviewed in 1960 by IVIunk & MacDonald (196o) and since then a considerable
amount of new information, both of an observational nature and of a geophysical nature, has
become available. Some of this is collected in symposia proceedings, in particular those edited by
Marsden & Cameron (1966) and by Mansinha, Smylie & Beck (rgZo). Short reviews of recent
results have been given by Rochester (tgZo-ù. Important developments over the last 15 years
include the following:

(1) Precise length-oÊday data have become available owing to recent improvements in both
universal time and in atomic time. These data have led to high-frequency information in the
length-of-day spectrum that was previously only suspected. They have also led to an improved
understanding of year-to-year fluctuations in the seasonal terms and opened up the possibility of
using the astronomical data as constraints on the atmospheric circulation.

(2) Precise pole positions have become available, including new results obtained from the
analysis of satellite orbit perturbations. Many of the older data have been re-evaluated and more
reliable Chandler wobble parameters can now be estimated.
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(B) Geophysical knowledge of the Earth's interior has undergone a very considerable revision

since 1g60, leading to an improved understanding of the excitation functions and permitting'

more useful geophysical constraints to be drawn from the astronomical data. Considerably more

information has become available on ocean and atmospheric excitations functions.

(a) An important recent literature exists on the interpretation of the ancient and mediaeval

eclipse data, providing more reliable estimates of the secular tidal acceleration of the Earth's

spin and of th. Moon's orbital motion. The tidal dissipation question has also been recently

re-analysed.
(5) New evidence on the Earth's deceleration over the geological past is available from various

sources and this has further consequences on the past evolution of the Earth-Moon system.

Analysis of satellite orbits for variations in the direction of the rotation axis were first reported

by Anderle & Beuglas (t97o), who analysed perturbations in the motion of the Doppler naviga-

tion satellites of the Tranet network (see also Anderle 1973). Since 1972 these observations have

been compared with more conventional astronomical observations and incorporated into the

polar motion determination by the Bureau International de l'Heure (B.I.H. ryn). Laser range

observations have also been used for determining polar motion by Smith et al. (tg7z) and

Kolenkiewi cz et al. (rgZ+) (see also Lambeck r97r) but due tovisibility problems and the relatively

small number of tracking stations these determinations have not been as precise nor as uniformly

distributed in time as the Doppler results of Anderle. Significant improvements in the use of laser

tracking for polar motion d.etermination will undoubtedly be made when the satellite Lageos is

launched. This satellite was originally proposed and planned by the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory (Weiffenbach & Hoffman r97o) under the name of Cannonball.

Observations of the Earth's irregular rate of rotation are much more difficult to obtain from

the analysis of satellite orbit perturbations and the attemPt by Buonagurc þg7z) using the

Doppler observations of the Tranet network proved to be unsuccessful. Long-baseline radio

interferometry appears to be a better method for this as first proposed by Gotd (1967) and

MacDonald (tg6ù but reliable results are not yet available'

In this paper we do not discuss the new methods of observing the Earth's rotation. Rather, we

discuss some of the geophysical factors perturbing the Earth's rotation from what it would be if

rigid-body rotation theory was valid. In particular we attempt to evaluate the contributions that

improved observation al data will make to our geophysical understanding of the irregular rota-

tion.
The equations relating the astronomical quantities to the geophysical excitation function /i

are given by Munk & MacDonald (196o) as

(rhrlo,) *mr: Ór, þhrlor) -ffir: - Ót, ù, : ó",

where mrand.??,lz represent the direction cosines ofthe rotation axis with respect to an Earth fixed

coordinale system. That is, they represent the polar motion or the variation in astronomical

latitude. Themrrepresents the difference between the instantaneous rate ofrotation ror about the

rotation axis and a nominal rotation tate Q- That is, as: Q(L*ms)' The observed quantity is

not the m"but the integrated amount by which the Earth is slow or fast after a certain time

interval, usually about 5 days, with respect to a uniform rotation rate. If the time kept by the

Earth is denoted by Universal Time (here U.T.1) and the uniform time by 'R, the measured

quantity is, by convention r: -(u.T. -R),, being the amount by which the Earth is slow.
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Variations in the length of day (l.o.d.), r and m"are related by the following expressions:

ff is:. A(l.o.d.)/l.o.d. : -$f: {(U'þ4),

a" : Q(C - A) lA, w]nerc C and A are the polar and equatorial moments of inertia.

The excitation functions /¿ represent changes in angular momenta due to relative motion of

matter with respect to Earth fixed axes, changes in the second order inertia tensor and torques

acting on the Earth's mantle (it is the motion of the mantle, to which the observing stations are

positioned, that is observed). The geophysical discussion concerns the evaluation of these

functions so that the total effect equals the observed m¿.In this paper we limit the discussion to

the component ms, the variations in the speed of rotation.

period/month

FrounB 1. Harmonic analysis of the length of day variations near the seasonal periods.

Lnrqorn  oF DAY

Seasonal uariations

The seasonal variations in the length of day (I.o.d.) have been known to exist for some 30 years
or more but it is only the astronomical data since about 1955 that is reliable. Figure 1 illustrates
the results of an harmonic analysis of the l.o.d. data since this time. The principal terms are the
annual and semi-annual periods, with a number of rays near 2-3 years. The last of these, which
can be considered as a quasi-biennial oscillation, was first discussed by Iijima & Osaki (1966).
These three seasonal terms are almost entirely due to the variations in the angular momentum
associated with the zonal wind circulation as shown by Lambeck & Cazenave (rgZ¡). This is
illustrated in figure 2, where the seasonal excitation functions are compared with the seasonal
rotation changes over a 5-year period. The semi-annual tidal changes, responsible for about one
half of the observed amplitude, has been included. The seasonal changes in the Barth's rotation
therefore represent integrals of the zonal angular momentum variation in the atmosphere about
the rotation axis, and as such one asks if such a measure may eventually be useful or not in
studies of the atmospheric circulation on a time scale longer than a few months.

The annual wind oscillation, driven by the variable solar energy received in the atmosphere as
the Sun follows its annual path back and fourth across the equator, clearly shows the opposition

I
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in phase of the circulation patterns in the'two hemispheres; in the northern hemisphere the
westerly winds reach their maximum value near 20'N inJanuary while in the southern hemi-

sphere the westerly winds reach a minimum value at this time. Due largely to the unequal

ocean-continent distribution the circulation patterns are not completely anti-symmetric, with

consequence that the changes in angular momentum of the two hemispheres do not cancel

entirely, the difference being exchanged with the Earth. The annual term in the l.o.d. is there-

fore essentially a measure of the angular momentum imbalance between the circulation in the

two hemispheres at the annual frequency.

I

1958 1959 1960
year

Frcuns 2. Comparison of mean seasonal changes in ræ, from 1958 to 1963 with the mean
seasonal excitation function for the same period.

Frcunn 3. Variation in amplitude of ,n" uotrrut term in na, (ø) and of the
semi-annual term in 4 (å) computed from 5-year periods.

Maximum annual fl.uctuations in the zonal winds occur near 60km altitude with amplitudes

of the order of 70 m s-1, but because of the low density of the atmosphere at these altitudes the

change in angular momentum is small. More important are the secondary maxima occurring in

mid latitudes near the tropopause, although winds down to ground level contribute to the

excitation function. If the amplitude of the annual termin thel.o.d. varies with time this would be

a consequence of variations in this imbalance between the two hemispheres. In fact the astro-

nomical data does indicate that there has been an important decrease in the amplitude of the

1961 1962

I
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annual term since 1955, as is illustrated in figure 3. The interpretation of this is ambiguous since
the annual term rePresents the difference between the circulation in the two hemispheres, but
a possible interpretation, in agreement with meteorological data, is that there has been a gradual,
although non-uniform, decrease in the intensity of the annual zonal circulation in both hemi-
spheres but with a more important decrease in the southern latitudes than in northern latitudes.
A better understanding of this phenomena and better astronomical data may lead to a useful
measure of the year-to-year variations of the atmospheric winds.

The semi-annual zonal wind pattern shows small maxima of about 5 m s-1 near the tropopause
in equatorial latitudes. Greater amplitudes are observed near the stratopause but these do not
contribute greatly to the angular momentum balance. Like the annual term, the semi-annual
oscillation extends to all latitudes and down to low altitudes. Unlike the annuäl term, the main
part of the oscillation is approximately symmetric about the equator; there is not the partial
cancellation of the angular momenta of the two hemispheres. Thus fluctuations in the amplitude
of the astronomically deduced semi-annual excitation is a reflection of variations in the total
angular momentum of the atmosphere rather than of a difference in the two hemispheric
momenta as it is for the annual term. The astronomical results show an increasing amplitude of
the semi-annual term (figure 3), indicating a decreasing strength of the semi-annual wind
oscillation.

The biennial wind oscillation reaches maximum values of about 20ms-1in the stratosphere
near 25 km altitude although it propagates down to the tropopause. At lower altitudes its presence
is not clearly established and surface pressure data shows only a small biennial component. The
oscillation reaches its maximum intensity in equatorial latitudes and, Iike the semi-annual term,
changes in the total angular momentum will reflect directly changes in the wind speeds. Over the
equator, the winds near 30 km are out ofphase with those near 12 km indicating that the biennial
cycle commences at high altitudes and propagates down in altitude with time: when the lower
altitudes are reached in this cycle, the next cycle has already begun higher in the stratosphere.

The quasi-biennial oscillation has a period that has been variously reported as between 20 and
30 months (Dartt & Belmont 1964). Furthermore, the data by Angell & Korshover (r97o)
indicate that there are rapid fluctuations with time in the altitudes at which the maximum wind
intensities occur. The general picture is of a quasi-biennial wind oscillation that is a non-

. stationary phenomena and the excitation function will likewise be non-stationary. The astro-
nomical data in figure 1 in fact suggests this; the peahs in the harmonic analysis between two and
three years all being the consequence of this variable atmospheric circulation (Lambeck &
Cazenave 1973). The time series of the astronomical data, after the removal of long period;
annual and semi-annual terms gives considerable information on the biennial oscillation. This
time series ofz, represented schematically in figure 4 reveals the following characteriitics for the
biennial wind circulation (Lambeck & Cazenave rgß-4.

Before 1960 the biennial wind pattern was well established and propagated downwards to
altitudes of as much as 12-14km to contribute sufficiently to the excitation function. After 1960
the cycle is not evident inthe mr, presumable due to the fact that it did not propagate as far down
in altitude as before in the previous yea$. This is in agreement with the equaiorial wind profiles
of Wallace (1966) that indicate that during 1960-1 the westerly winds in the lower stratosphere
were of lesser intensity than during the preceding period. The cycle is again evident in the
astronomical data by early 1962, suggesting that the easterly winds propagated down to their
previously low level at this time. The cycle then continues until the end of 1964. According to

58 Vol. e84. 4..
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Wallace & Newell (1966) the zonal wind data exhibit a distinctly biennial componenr until
mid-1963 only, but the astronomical data suggest that the oscillation continued for about
another 12 months. The explanation of this discrepancy lies in the fact that the meteorological
discussion centres around the circulation at stratospheric altitudes where this circulation is most
pronounced whereas the excitation function responds more to circulation changes near and
below the tropopause where the wind velocities are relatively small. As the biennial wind cycle
propagates down in altitude with time a phase lag can be expected between the stratospheric
observations and the Earth's rotational response. From mid-1964 to the end of 1g66 the biennial
cycle is absent from the rotation data, suggesting that either the cycle vanished as proposed by
Wallace & Newell (1966) or that the cycle did not propagate as far down in altitude as usual.

Frcun¡-4. Schematic representation of the changes in m, that are of a biennial character, and the deduced
schematic zonal biennial circulation near the equatoi. The positive cycle denotes eastward flow.

Stratospheric observations by Angell & Korshove r QgTo) indicate that the cycle, if it was absent
for any time, must have re-established itself by about 1965. The cycle is again evident in the
astronomical data from about the end of 1966 to early 1970, but now with a period of nearly
3 years rather than 2, and this lengthening of the period is also evident in the tropical profile of
Wallace (tgZÐ . From 1970 onwards the biennial oscillation in m, has re-established itself with a
period of 24 months and with the largest as yet observed amplitude, indicating that the maximum
winds propagated down to altitudes of as low as 12km. This is also suggested by the profiles of
Wallace (tgZ¡).

This schematic wind profile represents only a global pattern but it does explain the astro-
nomical data and is not in conflict with the meteorological conclusions based largely on the
wind observations at high altitudes. It does indicate that the ø, record may provide a useful
index of the biennial oscillation in the troposphere, a region where this oscillation is not clearly
established from the meteorological record.

The above discussion of the meteorological influences on the seasonal variations of the length
of day suggests a number of ways in which the astronomical observations may contribute to a
clearer understanding ofthe year-to-year variations in seasonal variations in the zonal circulation
since they provide a boundary condition on permissible circulation models. Though the im-
portance ofthese constraints is still to be tested the present evidence is encouraging. Particularly
as the astronomical evidence is generally available long before the global wind compilations,
the m"observation may serve as a preliminary measure of circulation trends. This was shown by
Lambeck & Cazenave (tg¡ù, who made certain predictions about the zonal biennial oscillation
that were subsequently verified by wind profiles published by Wallace (1973) (Lambeck &
Cazenave rg74).

^ 2 0
* ¡ ¡
' d ^ .

date
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Some caution is, however, warranted in any interpretation of the annual terms in the rotation
of the Earth since the astronomical observations are notoriously perturbed by seasonal atmo-
spheric refraction variations and by catalogue ert'ors that, since the same star pattern repeats
itself annually, can also introduce annual errors. With the Bureau International de l'Heure
results, which are based on observations from many stations in both hemispheres and referred
to different catalogues, these errors are hopefully small.

Independent measurements of these changes in rotation are therefore ofinterest although the
most promising method, long baseline radio interferometry, will also be very susceptible to error
that follow a seasonal pattern. Satellite results in this respect may be of greater interest since there
are no a þriori reasons that these residual perturbations in the right ascension of the orbital
planefollowseasonal patterns, and this can in fact be avoided by an appropriate choice oforbit.

period/day

Frcun¡ 6. Power spectrum of variations in length of day at frequencies higher than 10 cycles/year. The curve
¿ represents the estimated noise in the astronomical data while curve å represent the additional meteorological
noise, or the continuum spectrum ofthe meteorological excitation,

High-frequency þerturbations in the length of day

Apart from the seasonal variations the spectrum of the rotational variations shows very con-
siderable power at higher frequencies. Munk & MacDonald (196o) conclude that severe meteoro-
logical anomalies persisting for a few months could cause detectable variations in the Lo.d. and
that there is nothing mysterious in variations of a few parts in 10e. In particular, they stress that
the continuum may provide pertinent information concerning persistent anomalies in the
weather. Markowitz (r97o) also attributes the high-frequency components in the l.o.d. spectrum
as being probably ofwind origin. A quantitative evaluation was carried out recently by Lambeck
& Cazenave (tg7+), who showed from their month-by-month calculation of the excitation
function that indeed all irregular variations in rotation of frequencies between 0.3 and 6 cycles/
year are of meteorological origin. Spectral analysis of zonal winds at higher frequencies reveals

58-z
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considerable power near 40-55 days (Madd-en & Julian r97r) between 15 and 25 days (yanai &Murakami r97o) and between 10-15 days (wallac. & ci;ú ry6g).At these higherfrequenciesthe l'o'd' spectrum also shows considerable power that is ubãrr" the estimated noise level of theastronomical data (figure 5) and an order ofmagnitude estimate by Lambeck & cazenave (rgz+)indicates that this is due to these wind patterns. They have also estimated a meteorological noisespectrum over the frequency range of 6 to about S6cycles/year (figure 5). clear above thecombined noise levels are the tidal frequencies M- and,'Mråsulting from the zonal lunar tidaldeformations ofthe Earth, and the ampìitudes of these terms give the Love number É, at monthlyand fortnightly periods (see, for example, Guinot ry74), but as there are also atmospheric oscil-lations and ocean tides at these frequencies the inierpretation of these Love numbers is notevident.
An inspection of available wind profiles as a function of latitude, altitude and time reveals no 

-
single dominant wind pa-ttern that is responsible for the more important short duration anomaliesin the Earth's rotation' some of the anomalies originate in the equatorial troposphere near thetropopause, others appear to be caused by wind régimes at higher latitudes. so*e structure inthis irregular spectrum has been suggested by Lambeck & cazenave eg74) tobe related to themid-winter warming and the final collapse of the winter circulation in the two hemispheres, butthe lack of a more general structure makes it difficult to envisage how the l.o.d. data can be usedas boundary conditions on the circulation fluctuations without at least partial wind data beingavailable.

The high-frequency meteorological noise has several important consequences upon thediscussion of other geophysical factors acting on the Earth's ,otatiorr. First, it will mask mostother irregular short-duration excitations that are not strictly periodic. For example, it will beunlikely that changes in m, due to earthquakes will rise above this noise level. Thus i}provements
in the accuracy of the I'o.d. determination will have little impact unless the meteorological
excitation can be evaluated precisely. Lambeck & cazenave (rgz+) conclude that the zonal wind.data they analysed for the years 1958-63 gave a month-by-month excitation function for latitudes
between + 45o that is as precise as the astronomically observed month-by-month changes inl'o'd' The latter data have improved considerably since rhen but there does 

";;;;;.", 
to have

been an equal improvement in global zonal wind compilations. In particular, highJatitude
southern hemisphere data are still not available.

High-frequency periodic changes in 1.o.d. will presumably rise above the meteorological noiseifa sufficiently long period ofobservations is available. But excitation functions due to phenomena
such as tides could be systematically biased by meteorological excitations at similar freq,rencies.
As already indicated, this makes the interpretation of the rotational Love numbers uncertain
and will probably prevent the determination of reasonable phase lags between the lunar zonal
potential and the rotational response in zr.

Another problem arising from the meteorological noise concerns the identification of the
mechanism responsible for the 'decade' variations in l.o.d. Brouwer (rgsz) suggested that these
changes in ms can be represented as a series ofsudden changes in the acceleration or in dmrl dt (see
also Markowitz rgTo).Them"can then be represented by segments ofstraight lines. These changes
could be caused by rapid changes in torques acting on the Earth, by rapid changes in d7ld,t,
where Cis the moment of inertia about the rotation axis, or in dhldt,where å is the relative
angular momentum comPonent along the rotation axis due to motion relative to the Earth
fixed axes' Clearly a precise determination of the instants of these changes would contribute

502
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significantþ to the understanding of the excitation mechanism. But not only improved astro-

,rãrni""ldata is required, the meteorological excitation must also be known in order to define

the instants at which the acceleration changes rapidly.

Long þeriod and secular changes i'n length of day

Figure 6 illustrates the long-period variations in l.o.d. observed since 1820. The data from

1820to 1950havebeen discussedbyBrouwer (1952), Martin (tg6g) and Morrison (rgZg)'Other

analyses of the data since about 1900 have been carried out by Stoyko (1969) and Oesterwinter &

Cohen (rgZz).The changes observed in m, since 1900 are of the order 5 x 10-7 from 1870 to 1900

compared with seasonal variations of amplitudes of about 0.4 x 10-8 and smaller.

Frcun¡ 6. Lons_period variig::ïHffi#;:ïË:í: as determined by

The excitation function for these variations is usually attributed to some form of core-mantle

coupling and Rochester (r97o-4) discusses various mechanisms. Of these the most plausible

seems to be electromagnetic coupling, and most studies (for example, the recent papers by

Roberts (tg7z) and,Yukutake (rglù) show that this mechanism is almost capable oftransferring

the angular momentum between the core and mantle necessary to explain the decade variations

in the length of day. In general, the longer the duration of the fluctuations the more readily they

can be explained by an electromagnetic coupling of the core to the mantle. In particulâr, the

non-tidal secular acceleration ofthe Earth has been attributed to this mechanism (Yukutake r97z),

although this acceleration has also been attributed to the Barth's delayed resPonse to the un-

loading of the Pleistocene polar ice and subsequent rise in sea level (O'Connell r97r).

Improved astronomical observations of the long-period variations may give a better under-

standing of the excitation function by enabling the turning points, the instants of the rapid

changes in dm"ldt, to be correlated with other geophysical observations. Brouwer's inter-

pretation discussed above is in contrast to the earlier interpretation ofBrown þ9z6) and de Sitter

(tgz7), who approximate the z by segments of straight lines. That is, the rn, undergoesrapid

changes every few years and this would imply that the changes are caused by a delta function

change in the torque acting on the Earth, or by step function changes in å or C. Munk &

MacDonald (196o) conclude that from the present data a distinction between the two

-4L-

1820
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interpretations of Brown - de sitter & Brouwer is nàt possible. The improved astronomical datamust' as emphasized above, be accompanied by improved meteorological data to ensure thatthe turning points can be determined with greater u"iuruyand arso b"currr. there is apparentrya long-period meteorological-oceanic component in the excitation function that may amountto as much as 20 o/oofthe observed changes (Lambeck & cazenave 1976) . The curious thing aboutthis excitation is that it appears to corielate significantly with-the l.o.d. changes but lags it byabout 10 or 15 years' This suggests that the two phenomena, rong period changes in the l.o.d.and climatic changes on a 10-20 year time-sp an, mayhave acommon origin (Anderson 1975).An area where satellite observations make an impitant contribution to studies of the Earth,srotation concerns the secular acceleration. This is the question ofthe Earth,s secular decelerationresulting from the dissipation of tidal energ'y. Dissipatiãn of the tidai ;.*,;;;;;" 

" 
decelera-tion of the Earth and in an increase in the Earth-Moon distance (Munk & MacDonald 196o;Jeffreys ry62)' rn addition to this deceleration due to .itt.¡ erectromagnetic core-mantlecoupling or to the post-glacial isostatic rebound, separation of the two parts is effected fromobservations of the secúlar accelerations in the lorrgiåaes Jin" Iuroo' and sun since these twoobserved quantities reflect differently the two accelerations. Another way ofseparating these twoterms is to estimate the rate of dissipation in the Earth, mainly in the oceans, but this method has,until recently' met with only limited success through the absence of precise tide models.Jeffreys (tg6z) and Munk & MacDonald (196o) su*äuri"e the three methods by which thedissipation has been traditionally computed from tide models and both consider that the mostprecise method is to calculate the energy fl.ux per unit time and per unit area across the entrancesto shallow seas, assuming_that the dissipatio., o.",r.r;;tt;;friction along shallow sea floors.A second method is to calculate the rate of work p.r rrrri rrrrfu". done by currents on the seafloor and the third method is to calculate the rate ofwork done per unit area by the sun an¿ Moonon the ocean surface' rt turns out that this last method i, u rrry precise way of evaluating thedissipation when it is recognized that only variations in the wavelength described by harmonicsof degree 2 contribute (Lambeck rgTS). Th.s. wavelengths appear to be relatively well known forthe major ocean tides, but, perhaps áore i*portant, iì i, trr"r. same harmonics that give rise toperiodic perturbations in the motion of close Earth- satellites (Lambeck, cazenave& Balminorg74; Qazenave, Daillet & Lambeck ry76).

Analysing the available ocean tide models for the second degree terms, Lambeck (1975)estimates that the secular accereration of the runar rongitude is - 85 + 4, (100 years)z comparedwith astronomical estimates of about -40" (100 years)z from ancient eclipse observations(Newton r97o; Muller & stephenson 1975), and from o."ul,u,io' and meridian observations ofthe Moon (oesterwinter & cohen ry72; M..ornson 1973). very recent analysis of the data seems,howeveq to reduce the value closer to the original rr"ìrr. orépencerJones of about -zz, (r00years)z (Morrison & ward 1975; Mulle r ry./s) and the new diicussion of the ocean ttd.es and thenew satellite results (cazenave et al. ry76) åho suggest that the varue may be reduced somewhat.Results of this new evaluation will be discussed elsewhere; what does become evident is thatreliable estimates of the tidal parameters from the satellite orbits, deduced from perturbationsofa few tens ofdays duration, may provide better results about the tidal deceleration, and. tJruson the present rate ofthe secular evolution ofthe lunar orbit, than do several hundreds ofyearsof astronomical observations.
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